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QUESTIONBANK: COMPUTER SUPPORTED SELF-QUESTIONING

Silvester Draaijer and Jaap Boter
Abstract

Self-questioning is a learning strategy that focuses on knowledge acquisition and concept comprehension by the learner generating questions. This paper describes the development of an internet-based application that supports self-questioning, referred to as Questionbank, and presents a case study of its implementation, and an evaluation.

The findings in this paper suggest that Questionbank is a very useful tool to support self-questioning, but that the system in itself is not sufficient to improve the learning experience of students. Additional instructional measures for this are suggested.

Introduction

Self-questioning

Self-questioning is a learning strategy that focuses on knowledge acquisition and concept comprehension by the learner generating questions. An important theory in the discipline of cognitive psychology is that self-questioning helps learners to link new information to existing information and – in doing so – actively engages students in developing their own mental models.

According to Deshler and Schumacher (1988), the self-questioning technique is mostly applied to the learning of reading passages. However, in this paper we add that the technique should not necessarily be restricted to that kind of use.

The self-questioning strategy can help students to:

- improve their awareness and control their thinking, which in turn improves their performance;
• improve long-term retention of knowledge and skills;
• improve their ability to apply and transfer knowledge and skills;
• improve attitude and motivation.

To further enhance the self-questioning strategy, an internet-based application called Questionbank is being developed at the Digital University Consortium of the Netherlands. Questionbank allows instructors to set periodic assignments for students to submit multiple-choice questions in a database. When students have submitted a question, they can choose to answer questions that have been submitted by fellow students and comment on those questions; this results in a flexible formative assessment procedure. Instructors can also monitor all the questions in the database, modify questions, and comment on them.

**Background**

There is a large body of research on self-questioning and reading. A standard work in this field is the review on self-questioning in instructional research by Wong (1985). A more recent work was developed by Janssen (2002).


Frase and Schwartz (1975) compared high-school and college students who wrote questions while reading a text with students who did not do so. The students who wrote down questions performed better at a test that aimed at the recall of facts than those who did not do so. However, they also concluded that students only performed better on those questions about which they had actually formulated questions themselves. Other work by Frase and Schwartz (1975) and Martin (1985) reported that the majority of questions written by students focused mainly on questioning factual information, and not on more general concepts in a text, let alone the application of concepts.

For that reason, Denner and Rickards (1987) also found that students who wrote questions for themselves only performed better on test questions that aimed at the recall of facts. Foos (1989) had students write questions that aimed more at the questioning of concepts or the application of concepts. In order to do this, he investigated the effect of students writing essay type questions. In his experiment, he asked students to develop questions on that specific text two weeks prior to a final examination. Students could choose either to write essay type questions or multiple choice questions. In the test, no questions were asked that the students had developed themselves, but the questions did deal with the same subject. Foos reported no significant difference between the group of students who had worked with essay type questions with students who had worked with multiple choice questions. According to Foos, this lack of difference was caused by the fact that students who developed essay type questions also formulated questions that did not aim at questioning concepts, but also facts.
The implications and effects of self-questioning beyond the effect on retention of facts and application of concepts is situated in the idea that learners learn to make meaningful links between new information and existing information in general. Their ability to construct links is what makes it possible for students to perform better at final assessments in which it is easier for them to link new questions (new information) to existing information.

It can be concluded from these empirical studies that self-questioning is a good strategy for improving retention and reproducing knowledge, and dealing with new information. For that reason, it can be worthwhile to support this study skill with computer tools. This paper evaluates the Questionbank system in its ability to effectively support that study skill.

The system

The Questionbank system is designed to support self-questioning. It should motivate learners to apply the self-questioning technique, to distribute their time spent on this technique over a period of time, to gain as great an effect as possible from their effort in terms of a positive benefit for formal assessment. At the same time, the system should not ask for too much time from the instructors to monitor the application of the self-questioning technique by the learners and it should be easy to draw questions from it for other uses within the teaching and assessment process.

Questionbank is set up as a database application that can be accessed on the internet via a user friendly interface. The system distinguishes between the roles of:

- student
- instructor

A prototype of the system has been developed that incorporates the functions described below.

An instructor runs a ‘course’. And the instructor can set assignments within that course. Every assignment will result in a database of questions. The instructor can set a number of variables within an assignment. A typical set of variable values is:

- the name of the assignment;
- the reading material that is to be used within the assignment;
- the period in which the assignment is accessible for the students;
- the period in which the students can submit questions to the specific assignment;
- the preconditions for students that need to be met in order to gain access to the questions of other students or to be able to remain a valid contributor of questions:
  - the number of questions students have to submit for that assignment;
- the rating that students need to achieve for questions submitted.
- the period in which the question database is accessible for students to answer the available questions.

This results, for example, in an assignment as can be seen in Figure 1 below.

![Figure 1. Assignment settings in Questionbank](image)

The instructor can use the settings to influence the way in which the system will function within the practical educational setting.

The system is quite straightforward for the students. When students log in to the system they see the following screen as depicted in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. An overview of available assignments (question banks) in Questionbank](image)

The banks are grouped according to the assignment schedules. Students have access to all the question banks of a course and to their own questions, providing they have met the preconditions for participation. When they access Questionbank, they see a screen as depicted in Figure 3:
The screen displays the truncated stem of each question, the percentage of correct answers other students have given and the rating given to that question by the other students. When they click on a question, the entire question is displayed as in Figure 4.

**Figure 4. A question in Questionbank**

By clicking on one of the four buttons below, the student can indicate which alternative he thinks is the correct one. After submitting, the student can see on the screen (Figure 5) whether the right answer was selected, and if not, what the right answer was.
The students are also asked to rate the quality of the question by selecting one of the following options:

- **Good**: this is a very good question that accurately tests whether I know and can apply essential concepts from the subject matter (results in a +1 rating score).
- **Neutral**: this question accurately tests whether I can recall factual knowledge about the subject matter (results in a 0 rating score).
- **Poor**: this is a very poor question because it is not clear, it contains mistakes or because it does not test relevant subject matter (results in a -1 rating score).

When students view their own question bank as can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7, they get a detailed overview of the questions they have submitted, with, for example, the total number of times the question has been answered by other students, how often these students gave the right answer, and how the other students rated the quality of these questions.
The instructor has access to all the question banks and to all the detailed information that is stored for each question. The instructor can also make changes or improvements to any question.

To make the system easy to use, it is possible to sort by a number of variables, such as: student name, question, rating, bank, percentage of correct answers etc.

Case study

The system was implemented in the second half of 2004, and the implementation was designed to generate descriptive data about the use of the system, and the ideas students and instructors had about the system.
These descriptive data could then be used as pointers for improving the design and the features of the system and its implementation.

Questionbank was used on a first-year Marketing 1.1 course at the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. The course was taken by 135 first-year students.

The course structure was as follows:

- Course duration: 6 weeks;
- A weekly 2 hour lecture;
- Every week the lectures covered two or three chapters from the textbook (a total of some 40 to 80 pages of text);
- Students could attend tutorial groups;
- The course ended with a summative assessment;
- The summative assessment comprised both multiple choice and open-ended questions. Some of the multiple choice questions were to be taken from the Questionbank database.

The students could acquire an additional credit of 0.5 points for the final grade (on a scale of 1 to 10) if they met the conditions that were set in the assignment. The conditions were:

- 2 questions had to be submitted every week;
- every question should be given a minimum –2 rating.

During the first lecture, 10 minutes were spent on introducing students to the purpose and use of the Questionbank system. In lectures 2 to 6, the lecturer covered two questions taken from Questionbank in his lecture.

**Results of the case study**

Of the 135 first-year students, 88 students submitted questions (65%). Of these 88 students, about 70% of them submitted more than 8 questions (2 every week). There was only one student who submitted more than two questions a week. For this course, this group of students submitted a total of 867 questions. 56 students actually answered questions set in the system by their fellow students. These students answered an average of 45 questions each. However, the majority of questions were only answered shortly before the final exam was due to take place.

The instructor reported that it was easy each week to find two interesting questions in the database and to discuss them during his lectures. Though this instructor had very low student attendance at his lectures, he reported that the discussions enhanced his lectures and made them more interactive. The instructor also reported that he found a sufficient number of questions in the database which he could include unmodified in the final examination. The final assessment included 8 multiple-choice questions from Questionbank out of a total of 25 multiple-choice questions. The instructor
reported that the identification, selection and copy-and-pasting process took about one hour. He was very pleased with the features which facilitated sorting by subject-content, rating, percentage of correct answers etc. which enabled him to identify useful questions quickly. He also added that a good export function for re-using questions in other applications, such as MS-Word or Respondus, would be useful.

Immediately after the summative assessments, the students were asked to fill in an online questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire, which looked at their opinions about the system, are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘Questionbank is a good addition to a course to improve my learning’</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I think that Questionbank is fun’</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I think that formulating multiple-choice questions about a text is useful for my learning’</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Frequency table of responses to questions relating to the opinion of students about self-questioning and Questionbank

It can be concluded from the results shown in the table that students do not, in general, have a very positive opinion about the system.

The relationship between the results of the multiple-choice part of the final assessment and student participation in Questionbank was also examined. See Figure 8 below.
Figure 8. Scatterplot of the score for the multiple-choice part of the final assessment (vertical axis on a scale of 0 to 100) and total number of questions submitted in Questionbank (horizontal axis).

No significant differences between students who had participated in the system and their grade results could be identified.

**Conclusion**

The first point of interest for Questionbank is whether students think that Questionbank has a positive effect on their learning experience. It can be concluded from Table 1 that, given the conditions of the case, Questionbank does not directly have a positive effect on the learning experience of students.

The second question of interest for Questionbank is whether Questionbank has a positive effect on the input for instructors to design formative and summative assessments more effectively and efficiently. It can be concluded from the instructor’s experiences, and given the conditions of the course and Questionbank set-up, that this question can be answered positively.

The final point of interest is whether students achieve a higher score on a formal assessment on the subject matter. Given the conditions of the case, this question must be answered negatively.

**Discussion**

The case study has shown that Questionbank can function in educational practice. Both the intrinsic motivation (designing questions) and extrinsic
motivation (acquiring a limited number of credits, and knowing in advance that a number of questions will be present in the final assessment) are sufficient for more than 65% of the student population to submit questions into the system. The system is easy to use and a large number of questions are designed and submitted by students.

However, there are a number of matters that need attention for further development and research. We will mention three two of them here.

Firstly, it seems evident that it takes more than one simple and short introduction to students to convince them of the fact that self-questioning is a very worthwhile study technique, let alone to let them acquire sufficient skills to perform the technique in meaningful way. The designers of Questionbank should start to look for ways to support instructors and students to help to resolve these two problems. Though the enthusiasm and persuasiveness of the instructor are of major importance, any help in the form of, for example, a tutorial, a website or Questionbank itself could help. The designers could consider to build ‘wizards’, ‘examples’, ‘hints,’ etc. The designer probably also can draw from various procedures that have, in fact, already been developed (Davey and McBride 1986; King 1989; Rosenshine, Meister et al. 1996; Wright 2001).

Secondly, though the self-questioning technique in itself helps students develop bridges between information in general, it is only when a significant number of questions is developed per unit of information (text, concepts) that a significant gain in the performance on the summative assessment is likely to occur. Questionbank has the features to support this type of question generation: it can create the conditions that can be set for the assignments, such as the minimum number of questions per assignment and the minimum rating per question. It only needs bold instructors to set assignments in this way.

Questionbank can also be regarded as a specific form of working with a Discussion Board. The use of an internet-based discussion board that allows students and instructors to exchange information in a threaded discussion list is similar in many ways to information exchange between students in the form of questions, answers and comments. The use of computer-mediated communication (CMC) in education has grown over the past two decades and has already been researched quite extensively. A review by Tolmie and Boyle (2000), for example, showed that, despite the potential benefits, the effectiveness of CMC when used to support learning in higher education is very variable, which means it is important to identify those factors that best predict successful implementation. We can argue that the same applies to the use of Questionbank in education.

It may prove very effective to have students work in groups with the tool. For example, if students design questions in small groups before submitting the questions to Questionbank, a preliminary discussion of the questions takes place before they are submitted to the system. This will enhance progress in learning. Another way to improve effectiveness could be to have students
compete in designing questions and determine which groups attain the highest score on a specific subject.

All in all, self-questioning is a worthwhile technique in education, and Questionbank can promote the use of this study skill in students' daily practice. Instructors can generate a large number of questions with little effort. However, Questionbank in itself will not resolve the more fundamental instructional problems relating to self-questioning. This requires the commitment of a devoted instructor, and a broader, well-developed methodology.

At the CAA conference on the 5th and 6th of July 2005, we will be reporting on the results of at least two other experiments involving Questionbank in university courses.
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